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Accessibility

Accessibility is an essential requirement
Ethical
Long-term cost-savings
Increase audience
Legal Requirement

Many countries have enacted laws
Digital content must be accessible

Public Administration, Government, Education Web sites, etc.

Many sets of accessibility guidelines exist
The international reference for Web applications: 
W3C/WAI WCAG 1.0
Local guidelines: Section 508 (USA), UWEM (European 
Union), RGAA/AccessiWeb (France), AnySurfer (Belgium), 
etc.
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Tool Support (1/2)

Tools in the development process
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Tool Support (2/2)

Automatic Accessibility Guidelines Inspection in 
the Development Process

Are a valuable aid
Can detect guidelines violations in the early phases 
of the development process
Can evaluate the final application

Objective:
Analyze tool support for accessibility guidelines 
throughout the development process
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Overview

Accessibility Guidelines
Web design tool support

Case study:
Number of guidelines supported by 
each tool
Quality of this support
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Accessibility Guidelines

Help to improve the accessibility of the final 
application
Expressed in natural language
Examples:

G1: « Provide a textual alternative for images »
G2: « Provide information about the general 
layout of a site »
G3: « Use the clearest and the simplest 
language »

Formulation can be ambiguous or abstract 
which make them difficult to interpret and 
apply
Not always possible to automate them
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Guideline Automation Level

We extend Ivory’s Taxonomy for Guidelines:
None: no automatic analysis is possible
Capture: data related to the guideline are recorded
Analysis: automatic detection of guideline 
violations
Critique: automatic detection of guideline 
violations and suggestions for improvements are 
provided
(proactive) Suggestion: strong guidance is 
provided by the software tool so that the designer is 
obliged to respect the guideline
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Accessibility & Web Design Tools

Following Fraternali’s categorization :
(A) Visual editors and site managers

Allow designing Web applications without no HTML 
programming
Provide features dedicated to site management
Typically propose a WYSIWYG editor

(B) Database-centric tools
Simplify the integration of database queries
Support the deployment of data-intensive Web application

(C) Model-driven application generators
Use abstract models (system, workflow, task, user, etc.)
Do model-checking
Generate the final application

(D) Evaluation tools
Evaluate the final application
Analyze the HTML/CSS code
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Case study – Methodology Followed

Objective: Evaluation, Estimation and Analysis of 
tool support for accessibility guidelines
3 ways to analyze the existing tools:

Final Web site
Evaluation tools were executed over real Web sites 
known to have accessibility defects

Intermediate artifacts
Inspection of guidelines could be done on artifacts 
(navigation model, HTML code…)

HTML edition guidance
Guidelines support within edition tools (e.g. active 
help, automatic correction, etc.) was analyzed
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Case study – Evaluated Guidelines

WCAG 1.0 guidelines
Priority 1 (must)
Priority 2 (should)
Priority 3 (may)

Evaluated Guidelines: priority 1 & 2 
guidelines 49 guidelines
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Case study – Evaluated Tools

(A) Visual editors and site managers
Microsoft FrontPage, Macromedia 
DreamWeaver

(B) Database-centric tools
Already covered by (A) tools: contain the same 
type of information

(C) Model-driven application generators
e-Citiz, WebRatio, VisualWade, SketchiXML

(D) Evaluation tools
WebXACT, TAW, Ocawa
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Case study – Results
Number of Guidelines Supported

Evaluation tools (post-implementation phase) are the best
Ocawa differs from TAW & WebXACT because it only takes the 
‘Analysis’ level into account

Development tools support a small part of the guidelines
Guidelines cannot be verified over the artifacts used by these 
tools
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Case study – Results
Quality of Guidelines Support (1/2)

Varies according to the information available in artifacts
Example: « Provide a textual alternative for images »

In HTML: can be fully supported
In a navigation model: cannot be supported

In a given tool, a guideline can be:
Fully supported: all facets of the guideline are taken into 
account + extra features (examples, best practices, etc.)
Correctly supported: the guideline is supported but not all 
facets
Poorly supported: only errors are thrown, not warnings; no 
explanations are given; no additional information; etc.
Non-supported: the guideline can be verified but is not 
implemented by the tool
Non-verifiable: the guideline cannot be verified even by a 
human expert
Non-relevant for the domain: the guideline is not taken into 
account, deliberately, because elements never appear in the 
application domain addressed by the tool
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Case study – Results
Quality of Guidelines Support

Evaluation tools are still the best
Development tools

A major part of guidelines cannot be verified for tools 
used in specification/design phase

They all use conceptual models and are missing 
information to evaluate these guidelines
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Case study – Results
Guidelines Support Throughout the Development 

Process

Best scoring tool for each phase of the development 
process:

Specification
14 guidelines supported (e-Citiz)

Design
7 guidelines supported (SketchiXML)

Implementation
10 guidelines supported (WebRatio)

Post-Implementation
44 guidelines (TAW)
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Discussion (1/2)

Although automated inspection tools exist most of 
them only support accessibility guidelines in the 
post-implementation phase
Accessibility Conformity should be a concern at 
each phase of the development process
Tools used in the early phases can support 
accessibility guidelines (based on artifacts 
available in these tools)
Accessibility Inspection in the early phases has 
many advantages:

It can be integrated into development tools
It helps to reduce the costs of correction
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Discussion (2/2)

This work is a preliminary study on 
cost/benefits of accessibility 
guidelines inspections in the early 
phases of the development process

Currently it is difficult to estimate the 
correction effort (lack of metrics)

Our future work is to develop an 
estimation model for assessing the 
cost/benefits
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Thank You!

Questions?
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e-Citiz & Accessibility
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